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A
absolute value spectra 209, 212, 244, 245, 248
acetone
acetone-benzene 327
acetone-chloroform 327
acetone-succinonitrile 327
acetone-water 327
acetinirile-ammonia 327
N-acetylaspartate 272, 320, 341
activation energy 2, 54
activity coefficient 5, 10
acyl carrier protein 326
adenosine triphosphate 323
adipose tissue 324
adrenocorticotropin peptides 325
affinity NMR 314
agarose gel 320
air bubbles 176
albumin 12, 110, 316–17, 319
– salicylate 153, 203, 319
alginate gel 341
alkanes 207, 328, 335–8
alkylsulfonates 330
aluminium oxide nanotubes 321
Alzheimer’s associated Aβ peptide 319
amide exchange (see proton exchange)
ammonia 328
ammonia-benzene 327
ammonia-methanol 327
ammonia-l-pentanol 327
ammonium ions 327
aniline 328
anisotropic
diffusion 3, 15, 22–5, 35–6, 120, 163–70, 186, 258, 263, 273, 275, 276, 320, 325, 333, 335–6, 338–9, 341, 343
background gradients 231
Gaussian diffusion 22–5, 163–4, 338
MRI contrast 296
restricted diffusion 163, 166–70, 324
structure 48
anomalous diffusion 3, 7, 38, 42, 44–6, 300, 333, 335, 343
antifreeze glycoproteins 316
anti-ulcer complex 320
apparent
diffusion tensor 299
slip 342
area of gradient pulse 73 (see also q)
Arrhenius equation 54
artifacts
B1 diffusion measurements 309
background gradients 230–4
convection and flow compensation 226–7
eddy currents 212, 235–42
electroosmosis 285
electrophoretic NMR 285
gradient constancy 204, 229
gradient-recalled echoes 202
motional 204
phase twist and artifactual attenuation 244
radiation damping 222
solvent 201, 212
asparagus 341
aspartic acid 316
attenuation 310
asymmetric bipolar gradient pulses 202, 234, 269
attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy 55
attenuation (see echo attenuation)
auto-correlation function (see also velocity, auto-correlation function)
single pore 48
average pore structure factor 48, 171
average propagator 17, 22, 28–9, 31, 39, 57, 82, 121–3
width at half-height 122
average velocity 5, 55, 174
B
B0 70, 72
shift 235, 237, 240
B1 70, 221
attenuation 310
$B_1$ (cont.)
- diffusion measurements 309–10
- diffusion measurements artifacts 309
- flow measurements 309
- gradient coils 309
- gradient methods 308–10
- gradients 308–9
- gradients – advantages 309
- gradients – comparison to $B_0$ gradients 308
- inhomogeneity 221
- MAGROFI 310
- mapping diffusion coefficients 310
- non-ideal 221
- nutation echoes 310
- background (magnetic) gradients 77, 85, 91–4, 133, 175–7, 192, 202, 205, 208, 210, 230–4, 338
- confusion with absorbing walls 232
- Gaussian random fields 177
- grossly inhomogeneous 177
- magnitudes 176
- parabolic field 177
- problems in PGSE 230–2
- solutions 232–4
- small sample 232
- specialised sequences 232–4
- extrapolation 234
- time-dependent 176, 232
- bacteria 324, 325
- ballistic motion 44
- barycentric reference frame 7
- baseline correction 212
- bathocuproine 319
- benzene (see $C_6H_6$) 327
- benzene-cyclohexane 327
- BH$_4^-$ 327
- bicelles 319
- binding (ligand) 150–5, 315, 325–6
- biofluids 315, 320
- biological cells or tissues 24, 39, 41, 46, 299, 323, 324
- restricted diffusion 3, 128, 147, 158, 162–3, 166, 275, 276, 296, 323–4, 341, 343
- Biot-Savart law 187
- bipolar gradient pulses (see gradient ($B_0$ or magnetic)
- biparal pulses)
- 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate 319
- Bloch-Torrey equations 69, 90–5, 135–6, 150, 174
- Blood 148, 176, 319
- bicarbonate exchange 161
- clots 320
- diffusive diffraction 324
- flow 344
- glycine diffusion 314
- Li$^+$ uptake 325
- plasma 315, 319, 320
- sodium 325
- water diffusion 323
- water exchange 325
- BOLD effect 340
- bone 344
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- boundary condition 18–20
- absorbing planes 156–7
- absorbing spheres 157–62
- absorbing wall 147, 156–62, 232
- absorbing wall and finite relaxation 161
- of the first kind 18
- of the second kind 19
- of the third kind 19
- of the fourth kind 19, 159
- permeable boundaries 162–3
- bovine serum albumin (see albumin)
- BPTI (bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor) 4, 316–18
- brain
  - extracts 315
  - tissue 3, 35, 39, 43, 300, 324–5, 341
  - brick 338
  - brine 337
- brownian
  - dynamics 7, 124
  - motion 2, 22
- Brownstein-Tarr modes 279
- bulk
  - relaxation 147
  - susceptibility effect (see long-range dipolar field)
- n-butylithium 329
- C
- $C_6H_6$ 207, 328, 336–7
- $C_6H_6F$ 207
- $C_6H_6$P 207
- $C_{60}$, $C_{70}$ 4, 328
- CaF$_2$ 340
- cancer 324–5
- capacity intermittent titration techniques 55
- capillary
  - diffusion 164–6
  - methods 55
- microcirculation 175
- carbon
  - disulphide 326, 328
  - tetrachloride 326
- Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) (see pulse
  sequences)
- casein 317
- catalysts 39, 337, 343
- CD5 (glycoprotein) 317
- cell cytoplasm 41, 325
- cellulose fibres 39, 322
- cement 338
- centrifuge studies 55
- centre of mass
  - mass propagator 135
- reference frame (see barycentric reference frame)
- ceramics 39
- cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 331
- chaotic spin dynamics 222
- Chapman-Kolmogorov equations 152
- characteristic
  - distance 120
- lengthscale in a porous medium 54, 57, 120
- timescale of diffusion measurement 36, 77, 200
charged species
chemical and materials (studies of) 326–40
diffusion based studies 326–40
diffusion measurements 326–9
chemical potential
chemical shift imaging
CHIRP rf pulses
chive leaves
chloroaluminate 328
cholesterol 321
chromatographic media 41, 316, 337, 339, 343
c-Jun leucine zipper 316
clay 176, 339, 341
closed geometry
CO2 316, 327, 334
CO2-binary systems
carbonated beverages
microemulsion 331
coherence orders 70–2
coherence order (p) 70
collagen 317
colloid 51, 332–3
conalbumin 339
concentration diffusion (see mutual diffusion)
conditional probability 16–17, 48 (see propagator)
conductivity 44, 284
cone and plate rheometer
connection (connectivity) matrix 27–31, 48, 171
constant time, pulse and gradient and amplitude
diffusion experiment (CTPG) (see pulse sequences)
constant (background) gradient (see gradient (magnetic) constancy)
CONTIN 213–14
contrast agent 176, 232–5
convection 226–9
MRI studies 343
rf induced 226
solutions – hardware based 227
solutions – sequence based 228–9, 271, 273, 283
convective flow 226–7
CONVEX 229
CORE 214
cosmetics 330
cotton 322
Couette flow 5, 342
CPMG (see pulse sequences)
creatinine 341
critical micelle concentration 330
cross relaxation 246–7
cross-sectional area of a sample tube 208, 284
crossover regime 36 (see intermediate times)
crowding (see macromolecular crowding)
crown ethers 336
crystal 3
133Cs 320
CsCl 207
cumulant expansion 95, 100, 104, 369
cuprates 330
current amplifier 185, 191–2
constant current 192
constant voltage 192
noise 192
curve (multivariate) resolution 214
curvilinear diffusion (see diffusion)
cyclohexane 328, 336
(see also benzene-cyclohexane)
1,4-cyclohexanediol-bromate oscillating system 327
cyclosorin A 4, 316
cylindrical pores 30–1, 166–70
D
1D images 208, 338–9
D2O (see 2H2O)
Debye equation 56
Debye-Porod law 124
decoupling (and sample temperature) 193
DECRA 214
decylammonium 330
delta function 72, 138
initial condition 17, 20–1, 26
demagnetising field (see long-range dipolar field)
dendrimers
iron-sulfur core 335
density function (see equilibrium spin density function)
matrix 70, 90, 124, 141
dephasing strength of gradient pulse 74 (see q)
DEPT (see pulse sequences)
DEXSY (see pulse sequences)
dextran 321, 325
diethyl ether 336
diffractive minima 310, 330–1, 338 (see also PGSE)
(signal) attenuation – models
due to flow 175
Difftrain (see pulse sequences)
diffusion 1
1D, 2D 164–6
anisotropic (see anisotropic diffusion)
along protein surface 317
between planes 27–9, 341
GPD solution 128
matrix formalism 139–40
PGSE attenuation 127–30
SGP solution 127, 278
curvilinear 54, 166, 331–2
decay in the internal field (DDIF) 121, 177, 338
diffusion-diffusion correlation (DDCOSY) (see pulse sequences)
diffusion-internal magnetic gradients correlation (see pulse sequences)
discrimination between free and restricted diffusion 323
editing 269–72, 314
ellipsoid 24–5, 34–6, 163, 300
apparent 170
envelope 171
equation 14–18, 159
one-dimensional 20
steady state 49
diffusion (cont.)
filters 314–15
/MRI 340
grating 171
in a cylinder 30–1, 166–70, 323
in fractals 171–3
in gases 263–4, 286, 337, 339–40
in polymers 39–42, 53
in porous systems 39–43
in a sphere 29–30
GPD solution 130, 162
PGSE attenuation 130–1
SGP solution 130, 278
length 38
low dimensional 163–70, 338
measurement timescale 36, 77, 200
methods for measuring 57
MRI contrasts 296
MRI resolution 296
powder average 164–6
pseudo 175
-relaxation correlation (DRCOSY) (see pulse sequences)
-restricted (see restricted diffusion)
self-diffusion (see self-diffusion)
spectrum 70
tensor imaging (see diffusion tensor; MR imaging)
weighted imaging 299–300, 341
weighting factor or vector 87, 93, 164
diffusion coefficients 4, 207 (see also self-diffusion coefficient)
accuracy (PGSE) 198
apparent 32, 99, 121–2, 135, 227, 234, 337
‘distinct’ 1, 5
effective 41 (see also diffusion coefficients – apparent)
ensemble averaging 104, 318
fractional 45, 173, 341
frequency dependent 8, 34
gradient calibration 206
individual 2
infinite dilution 10, 50
laplace spectrum 109
ligand (bound or free) 150, 174
mass averaged 104
mass averaged including obstruction effects, 105
measurable limit 87
oligomeric species 318
population-weighted average diffusion coefficient 153
pseudo 175
relative 333 (see also obstruction factor)
time-dependent 31–6, 338–9
spectrum 8, 98
standard samples 207
diffusion ordered spectroscopy 102, 109
high resolution 109
low resolution 110
diffusion propagator 16, 28, 42
2D 275
centre of mass propagator 135
cylinder (see diffusion in a cylinder)
fractal 45
higher 48
planes (see diffusion between planes)
sphere (see diffusion in a sphere)
width 170
diffusion tensor 163–70, 323
apparent 170, 324
determination 170, 265, 275
in the laboratory frame 164
intravoxel heterogeneity 300
mathematics 299
mean diffusivity 300
MR imaging 170, 299–300, 341, 343
MR spectroscopy 170
non-Gaussian diffusion 300
time-dependent 34, 170
diffusion time, diffusion measurement timescale 36
effective diffusion time (OGSE) 99
effective diffusion time (CPMG) 99
diffusive diffusion 125–6, 324
Kärger equations 156
diffusive edge enhancement in MRI 296
dimensionless variable (DΔa2) for characterising restricted diffusion 36
dimethylformamide 314
dimethylsulfoxide 326
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine 321
dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine-sphingomyelin bilayers 321
dispersive processes due to flow (see dispersion)
displacement 16
average 279
fluctuation 279
dissociation constant 150
distant dipolar field (see long-range dipolar field)
director 24
Dirichlet problem 18 (see boundary condition of the first kind)
disease
Alzheimer’s 341
epilepsy 341
ischaemic 43, 341, 343
malignant 341
multiple sclerosis 343
neurodegenerative 341
stroke 324, 343
tumours 341, 343
vascular dementia 341
dispersion 5, 98, 339, 343
bifurcation of streamlines 55
coefficient (effective time-dependent) 280
Taylor dispersion 55
characteristic length scales 131
log-normal 107, 131
of sphere radii 131
Poisson 107
stretched exponential 108
Williams and Watts 108
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DNA 315, 319–20
dodecanucleotides 319
duplexes 319
hairpins 319–20
oriented fibres 320
proton-exchange 320
dodecane 331
DOSY (see pulse sequences)
double CMPG with bpg 229
DQDIFF 229
drift
rate (of magnetic) 193
velocity 282
drk (protein) 318
droplet sizing 330
drug delivery 43, 321
dynamic displacement 16–17 (see displacement)
isocectope 328
NMR microscopy 297–9
shimming 240

E
earth loop (see ground loop)
earth’s magnetic field 337, 343

Einstein-Smoluchowski equation (see Einstein-
Sutherland equation)
Einstein-Sutherland equation 9, 56, 213, 317, 322,
326, 329
elastc incoherent structure factor $S(q)^2$ 126
electrical conductivity 44, 284
electroconvection 316
electrosmosis 285, 316
imaging 316
microemulsion 316
polymer electrolyte membranes 316
porous media 316
electrophoretic NMR 282–6, 316
cell 283
filtering 284
sample and rf coil configuration 284
electrostatic repulsion/obstruction 51, 330
egg major axis 51
egg minor axis 51
elliptic integrals (of the first and second kinds) 187
embedding dimension 45
emulsions 39, 41, 269, 325, 330–2
highly concentrated 331
water-in-oil-in-water 330
encoding gradient 209
enkephalin peptide 319
ensemble averaging (see diffusion coefficient
ensemble averaging)
entanglement 53
epitope mapping 247
equilibrium magnetisation 69–70, 224
spin density 16, 39, 47, 82, 126, 371
erythrocytes (see blood)
ethanol 333
ethidium bromide 4, 320
ethylbenzene 336
ethylene glycol (see temperature calibration)
e(xyl(hydroxyethyl cellulose) gel 334
Eulerian 5, 299
Euler’s formula 71
exchange 147, 325–6
chemical exchange 224
eumulsions 330
free-restricted 155–63
lifetimes 151
multisite 152
permeable boundaries 162–3
populations (free and bound) 150
pseudo one site 147
simple 150–5
timescale 153
two-site (free diffusion) 147–56
experimental (PGSE) setup and analysis
198–214
exponent characterising the time dependence of the
mean square displacement 38
exponent of anomalous diffusion 38
EXSY (see pulse sequences)
Index

F
currents 262–9
Hadamard encoding 271
impetus 262
limitations 263
oneshot sequences 262
singleshot sequences 262–6
two-q values 262
fibre tracking 341
Fibrin gels 320
Fibrinogen 317
fibrous mastopathies 324
Fickian diffusion 7, 44 (see normal diffusion)
Fick’s
first law 15, 32
second law 6, 15, 32, 91, 152
field-frequency-locking 193
bipolar gradient pulses 241
blanking 193
gating (see field-frequency-locking – blanking)
unlocked 193
filling factor 222, 224
finite gradient pulse (i.e., finite δ) 98, 132–5
flow 5, 69, 75, 78–9, 281–2
diffusive minima 175
dispersion 98, 279–81
gas 343
imaging-based 300–3, 343
in porous media 54
laminar flow 174–5
measurable flow rates 300–1
multiphase flow and MRI 297
percolation 303, 343
plug flow 78, 174, 344
turbulent flow 303
fluctuating part of velocity 5
fluorescence 55
Fluorine 333
fluorosurfactants 331
flurbiprofen 319
flow 7, 15, 17, 43
fMRI (see functional magnetic resonance imaging)
food and drinks 325, 330
beer 315, 322
champagne 322
fruit juice 315
mushroom extracts 315
port wine 315
restricted diffusion 321–2
form factor |S(q)|2 126
forward modelling 121
Fourier
conjugates 121
transform 20, 281, 373, 375
transform (inverse) 21, 273
fractals 3, 44–5, 334
diffusion 44, 170
diffusion coefficient 45
diffusion propagator 45
dimension 45, 173, 333
fractal-like kinetics 44
fractional Brownian motion 44 (see anomalous diffusion)
fracton dimension 45 (see spectral dimension)
Fredholm
equation of the first kind 131
integrals 213
free
diffusion limit 36 (see short time limit)
isotropic diffusion 3, 20–2, 25
volume contributed by the solvent 50
volume theory 50, 53
frequency dependent dispersion tensor (see diffusion coefficient spectrum)
fringe field (see gradient (magnetic) fringe field)
friction coefficients 10, 13
cylinder 13
ellipsoid 13
sphere 13
fructose 329
fulvic acid (see humic substances)
functional MRI 340
fundamental solution 27
G
GARP 260
GAUDI (see pulse sequences)
GAUDI-NOESY (see pulse sequences)
Gaussian 22, 48, 72, 95
diffusion between planes 128
diffusion in a cylinder 166–7
diffusion in a sphere 130, 233
diffusion in a sphere including relaxation 162
diffusion in fractals 172–3
distribution of spin phases 132
in inhomogeneous fields 177
phase distribution approximation 70, 95–8
stochastic process 44 (see normal diffusion)
validity 132–5
gelatin 317
gels 39, 316, 341
generalised dot product (·) 164
generating function for cumulants 369
moments 369
GENEREG 213–14
GEXSY (see pulse sequences)
glass beads/spheres 338, 340
glucose 329
glycerol 327, 333, 335
glycine 4, 224, 323
gradient calibration 205–11
accuracy and diffusion coefficient 206
accuracy 205
alignment and cross-terms 207
cross-terms with MRI gradients 207, 232
diffusion anisotropy 207
eddy current effects 208
known diffusion coefficient 207–8
linearity to input 206
long-range dipolar interactions 208
one dimensional imaging 208–10
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pulse mismatch 210–11
radiation damping 208
shape analysis of the spin-echo 208–10, 371–6
very high gradients 211
gradient echo(es) 77–84, 339 (see oscillating gradient spin-echo (sequence), higher order gradient pulse trains)
gradient ($B_1$ or magnetic) (limitations) accuracy 242
amplitudes 185, 188–9
background gradients (see background gradients)
bipolar pulses 193, 241
coils 186–91
anti-Helmholtz (see gradient (magnetic) coils – Maxwell pair)
heating 192
magic angle 186
Maxwell pair 186–9
planar array 186
quadrupolar 186
saddle 186
shielded 190–1, 237
superconducting 189
comparison to $B_1$ gradients 308
constancy 73, 188, 190, 229
gradient mapping 229
solutions 229
small sample 229
cross-terms 207, 230–1
dynamic shimming 240
effective gradient 74, 268
encoding gradient 209
factor 93 (see diffusion-weighting factor)
fringe field 189, 256–8, 277, 321, 324, 327–8, 332, 334, 337, 339
$g_{\text{rms}}$ polarity 231
generation 185–92
blanking 192
earthing 192
linewidth 208
mapping 229
MASSEY sequence 244–6
moment nulling 228, 281, 302 (see also moment (of magnetisation))
pulse rise and fall time (i.e., switching speed) 191
purge (or homospoil) pulse 86, 199
read gradient 208
sample centring 210
shaped gradient pulses 238–40, 244
stray field (see gradient (magnetic) fringe field)
time-dependent 74
uncertainty in initial and final positions during a gradient pulse 133–4
gradient ($B_1$ or radio frequency) (see $B_1$)
gradiodin 321
Green function 16, 21, 27 (see diffusion propagator)
Green-Kubo relation 7
Gro-α 318
ground loops 192

H
$^1$H 4
$^1$H$^1$CO$^1$: 4
$^1$H$^2$O 4, 207
$^1$H$^2$HO 207
$^2$H$^2$O 4, 201, 207, 224
$^3$H$^2$PO$^2$: 4
$^3$He 69, 264, 324
Hadamard encoding 271
haemoglobin 316, 319
Hahn spin-echo (sequence) 70, 84–9
Hankel diagonalisation 213–14
hard spheres 49
problems 221–48
heart wall motion 343
heat conduction 20
Helmholtz equation 25
heteronuclear multiple quantum transitions 73, 259–61
DEPT 259
HMOC 259
IHETCOR 259
polarisation transfer 259
hexachloroplatinate 329
high pressure 316
resolution DOSY 109
resolution magic angle spinning (HRMAS) (see pulse sequences)
higher order gradient pulse trains 98 (see oscillating gradient spin-echo (sequence))
quantum transitions 73
homonuclear
CTPG 258
multiple quantum filters 258
multiple quantum transitions 258–9
scalar coupling 247–8
scalar coupling effects 247
solvent suppression 258
Hopfield neural networks 213–14
host-guest chemistry 336
human serum albumin (see albumin)
Index

humic substances 321
Hurst exponent 38
hyaluronan 329
hydration layer 11 (see also solvation)
hydrides 176
hydrocarbons 315
hydrochloric acid 326
hydrodynamic radius 10, 56
studies 328–9
hydrodynamics 9–14
hydrogels 317, 321, 334
hydroxyquinoline 331
hyperpolarised gas diffusion 264, 286, 337, 339–40
hypophosphite (H_2PO_2^-) ion 148
H-ZSM-5 337
I
21S, 261
ibuprofen 319
optical isomers 319
ice 337
IHETCOR 259
imaging based studies 341
diffusion measurements 341
flow studies 342–4
impurity profiling (drugs) 321
(NMR) inert solvents 224
indirect dimension (F_1) 262
information entropy minimisation 214
initial condition 17–20
insulin 4, 317
interdiffusion (see mutual diffusion)
interleukin-8 318
intermediate times (see measurement timescale)
intermolecular nuclear Overhauser effects 91
internal (magnetic field) gradients 77, 121, 175–7 (see also background gradients)
magnitudes 176
time-dependent 176
Gaussian random fields 177
parabolic field 177
grossly inhomogeneous 177
intracellular species (see cell cytoplasm)
intradiffusion 2 (see also self-diffusion)
inverse
Fourier transform 21, 122, 273
Laplace transform 109
1D 275, 277
inverse 109–11, 273
multidimensional inverse 273, 277
Larmor equation 72
Larmor frequency 73
laser polarised gas (see hyperpolarised gas diffusion)
lattic 332
lattice correlation function 48
Laves-phase hydrides 329
lecithin 332
7Li 320, 325, 335
lifetimes (binding and exchange) 151
ligand diffusion 150, 174
ligand (-protein) binding 147, 319
ligand populations (free and bound) 150
light scattering 55
limestone 277
line width 208
at half-height 245, 264
zero quantum transition 261
linear gradient (see spatially homogeneous gradient or gradient (magnetic) constancy)
linear prediction 213–14
lipoproteins 319
liquid crystals 3, 24, 36, 165, 258, 325
chiral 332
ferrielectric 332
ferroelectric 332
hexagonal mesophases 331
nematic 332
polycrystalline lamellar 331
smectic 331
lithium chloride 207, 328
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lithium diffusion 326, 332
lithium perfluorononanoate 331
lithium salt polymer electrolytes 335
ENMR measurements 316
liver 324
local spin velocity (see spin velocity)
localised motion 44
lock or locking (see field-frequency-locking)
logarithmic plot 212
log-normal distribution 107
long-range dipolar field 70, 91, 111–12, 202, 208, 222–5
diffusion measurements 286
effect of flow 344
suppression 258
symptoms 222
long-time limit 36, 39
low flip angle 224
low resolution DOSY 110
lungs 324
lysozyme 104–6, 314, 316–18, 339
M
Macrocycles (see host-guest chemistry)
macromolecular
crowding 41
solution/systems 41, 102
macromolecules 51, 147
macropores 40
magic angle
angle spinning (MAS) (see pulse sequences)
gradients 244, 258
ratio gradients 234
magnetic field gradients – internal (see internal (magnetic field) gradients)
magnetic resonance electrophoresis (see electrophoretic NMR)
magnetic resonance imaging
diffusion limited resolution 296
signal S(q) 126
magnetic susceptibility 85, 121, 175, 338, 340
matched microtubes 204
magnetisation
grating 75, 208 (see also magnetisation helix)
helix 74–80, 85, 89
phase twist 75
pitch 74
thermal equilibrium 69
magnetisation rotating frame imaging (MAGROFI) (see B1)
magnitude spectra 212
MAGROFI 310
maize 322
malonamide 331
Mansfield (k-space) diffraction 126
Markovian nature 22
mass averaged diffusion coefficient 104
including obstruction effects 105
Index
MASSEY sequence 244–6
automatic 246
limitations 246
maximum entropy processing 213–14, 285
maximum value of q used in an experiment 125–6
MCM-41 336
mean
diffusivity 300
propagator (see average propagator)
square displacement 7, 31–6, 38, 44, 84, 96, 120, 123
square displacement tensor 34
square phase distribution (or change) 72, 95
square velocity 8
measurable
limit (of diffusion coefficient) 87
signal (PGSE and MRI) 71
measurement timescales (see also characteristic timescale)
intermediate times 38
long-time limit 36, 39
short time limit 36–8
mechanical stability 242
membranes 36, 124, 161, 333 (see also cells, permeable porous systems)
aligned lamellar 321
anion exchange 333
cellulose acetate 333
empty fibre 342
polyacrylic acid-polylysine 333
β-mercaptoethanol 110
mesopores 40
metallomacrocycles 329
methane 326, 328, 337
methanol (see temperature calibration)
N-methylformamide 328
MgO paste 338
micelles 316, 319, 321, 325, 330, 332
concentration dependence of diffusion 331
micropores 40
microstructural correlation function 48 (see lattice correlation function)
mixed boundary conditions 19
mixture separation
applications 315–16
diffusion based 269–72
electrophoretic 284
MLEV-17 272
mobility factor 46
mobility ordered spectroscopy 285
molasses 329
moment (of magnetisation) 77 (see gradient moment nulling)
moment of a distribution 369
moments of the average propagator (P(R, Δ) or P(Z, Δ)) 122–4
purely coherent motion 123
purely self-diffusive motion 123
monensin 4, 320
monofluorophosphate 327
motional artifacts 204
motional correlation 272–4
motional restriction 76 (see restricted diffusion)
MRI (see NMR imaging)
MRI studies of translational motion (see NMR imaging studies of translational motion)
MSD (see mean square displacement)
multicomponent systems 70, 101–11, 120
multidimensional correlation 269, 272–81, 324–5
multiphase flows 342
multiple echoes 111–12
multiple magnetisation modulation 75
(see magnetisation helix)
multiple modulation multiple-echo (MMME) (see pulse sequences)
multiple quantum and heteronuclear 258–62
multiple quantum coherences 71, 73, 258–62
eddy currents 258
effective γ 282
heteronuclear 73
restrictions 258
multiple spin-echoes 286
multipole expansion 49
multivariate resolution 214
multi-wavevector (see pulse sequences)
muscle cells 166
muscle fibres 35
mutual diffusion 1, 3–5, 14, 55–6, 296, 327, 341
coefficient 3–5
myelin 341
myoglobin 316–17
myosin light chain 2316
N
nanoparticles 336
nanoporous materials 40
natural products
restricted diffusion 321–2
Navier-Stokes equation 49
NaY 337
Ne 207
Nernst-Einstein equation 6
derve 324, 341, 343
Neumann conditions 19 (see boundary conditions of the second kind)
nervous networks 213
electron scattering 55, 125
Newtonian liquid 342
nitric acid 326
NLREG 213–14
NMR imaging
basic concepts 297
diffusion limited resolution 296
diffusion tensor imaging (see diffusion tensor MR imaging)
diffusion weighted imaging (see diffusion weighted imaging)
dynamic contrast 298
flow measurements 300–3
inflow/outflow 301
max measurable flow rate 300
min measurable flow rate 301
measurement timescale 297
multiphase flow 297
PGSE measurements 297–300
phase sensitive methods 302–3
resolution 297
spatial and temporal averaging 297
tagging 301–2, 343
time-of-flight 301–2
NMR imaging studies of translational motion 296–303
mutual diffusion 296
NMR mouse 177
NMR probe 185–91
NMR sample preparation 204–5
noble gases 327 (see also He, Ne, Xe)
NOE enhancement 200 (see also cross relaxation)
NOESY (see pulse sequences)
non-Euclidean geometry 45
non-Gaussian statistics 44 (see anomalous diffusion)
non-linear least squares analysis 212
norm 26
normal 19
normal diffusion 7, 44
normalisation (see echo signal normalisation)
nutrient delivery 43
nylon 341
O
oak forest organic matter 315
observation timescale of diffusion measurement 36, 77, 200
obstruction 41–2, 49–53, 105, 147, 318, 320, 321–4, 328, 330
factor 41
occupation probability 46
okadoic acid 320
oneshot sequences 262, 267–9, 309
open geometry 41
optical diffraction by a single slit 125
ordinary diffusion 44 (see normal diffusion)
organelles 324
organometallics 329
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 8
oscillating gradients (see oscillating gradient spin-echo (sequence))
oscillating gradient spin-echo (sequence) 70, 98, 229, 248, 279, 286, 317, 330, 341
osmotic stress 43
outward directed normal 19 (see normal)
ovalbumin 316
oxygen (O2) 340
P
P53 DNA-binding protein 316
paraffins 328
paramagnetics 338
partial specific volume
solute 11
solvent 11
path dimension 38 (see random-walk dimension)
pathological conditions 324
peanuts 322
Péclet number 54

Index
Penetratin 319
peptide
cis and trans isomers 316
D-amino acid tetra peptide 314
D-penicillamine-enkephalin 326
glycyl-histidyl-glycine 326
phenylalanyl-histidyl-phenylalanine 326
phenylalanineproline 326
percolation
clusters 44, 303
transition 317
perfusion 175, 344
permeability 19, 43, 323
reduced 157
permeable porous systems 46–7, 124, 162–3
permittivity constant (magnetic permeability) 187, 222
Perrin factor 12
PFG generation (see gradient (magnetic) generation)
PGSE NMR 69, 84–99
accuracy 198
analysis 212–14
B1 gradient-based 308–10
background (magnetic) gradients 230–4
baseline correction 212
choice of Δ 200
choice of delays wrt J-coupling 247
choice of q 199
choice of recycle delay 200
choice of sequence 200
CONTIN 213–14
convection 226–9
CORE 214
cross relaxation 246–7
curve resolution 214
DECRA 214
distributions of relaxation times 269
dynamic NMR microscopy 297–9
delay (magnetic) fields 265–7
delay (magnetic) time 268
earth’s magnetic field 337
eddy currents 235–42
eddy currents – problems 235–7
eddy currents – solutions 237–42
electrophoretic cell 283
experiment setup and analysis 198–214
flow compensation 226–9
GENEREG 213–14
gradient calibration 205–11
gradient constancy 229
gradient pulse accuracy 242
gradient pulse mismatch 210–11, 243
Hankel diagonalisation 213–14
hardware problems 221–48
heteronuclear 198, 258–62
heteronuclear decoupling 200–1
homonuclear scalar coupling 247–8
Hopfield neural networks 213–14
information entropy minimisation 214
integrand 212
integrand lengthening 212
ligand binding experiments 153
linearised analysis 212
linear prediction 213–14
long-range dipolar field 222–5
maximum entropy processing 213–14
measurements in porous systems 120–41
multidimensional correlation 269, 272–81
diffusion-diffusion 275–7
diffusion-relaxation 277–9
motion correlation 272–4
multiple quantum 258–62, 343
solvent suppression 204
multivariate resolution 214
neural networks 213
NLREG 213–14
NMR imaging (combined with) 297–300
NOE enhancement 200
non-exponential decays 120
non-homogeneous background gradients 232
non-linear least squares analysis 212
parameters (experimental) 199–204
peak height 212
phase correction 212
phase cycling 199, 267–9
positive matrix factorisation 214
postprocessing 241–2
pre-emphasis 237–8
and B0 shift 238
principle component analysis 214
Q-switching 225
radiation damping 222–5
problems 222
solutions 224–5
reference deconvolution 212
regularised resolvent transform 214
relaxation 214
removal of J-coupling 201
resolution of complex mixtures 213–14
rf interference 221
rf problems 221
sample
centring 210
height 204
preparation 204–5
problems 221–48
spinning 205
shaped gradient pulses 238–40
shimming 205
slice selection 204
solvent artifacts 201, 212
solvent suppression 201–4
spectral overlap 198–9
spectrally isolated components 212–13
SPLMOD 213–14
static dipolar interactions 201
temperature gradients 226
univariate analysis 213–14
zero quantum 261–2
PGSE NMR applications to
binding 325–6
biological and pharmaceutical studies 316–26
biomaterials 320–1
biomolecules 320–1
PGSE NMR applications to (cont.)
- carbohydrates 329
- chemical and materials 326–40
- chromatography 339
- colloids 332–3
- construction materials 338–9
- drugs 320–1
- emulsions 330–2
- exchange 325–6
- high resolution NMR 314–16
- host-guest chemistry 336
- hydrides and organometallics 329–30
- lipid membranes 321
- liquid crystals 321, 330–2
- macromolecules 333–5
- membranes 333
- membrane proteins 321
- minerals 338–9
- nanoparticles 335–6
- polymers 333–5
- polymer electrolytes 335
- porous media 336–9
- sediments 338–9
- supramolecular polymers 335–6
- surfactants 327–8
- transport 325–6

PGSE (signal) attenuation – methods for determining Bloch-Torrey equations (see Bloch-Torrey equations)
- density matrix 124, 141
- GPD (see Gaussian Phase distribution approximation) 141
- lattice Boltzmann procedure 141
- memory function 124, 141
- Monte Carlo approaches 136
- multiple correlation function 125, 141
- multiple narrow pulse 136–41
- neural networks 147–77
- other methods 135–41
- projection operator 124, 141
- propagator and SGP approach 136
- size distributions 130–2

PGSE (signal) attenuation – models
- absorbing boundaries 156–62
- anisotropic Gaussian diffusion 163–4
- capillary (i.e., 1D) diffusion 164–6
- complex systems 147–77
- convection 227
- cosine modulation 227
- diffractive minima 128
- diffusion between planes 127–30, 139–40, 156–7, 177
- diffusion in a cylinder 140, 162, 166–70
- diffusion in fractals 172–3
- diffusion in a harmonic well 173–4
- diffusion in a sphere 130–1, 140, 162, 233
- eddy current effects 235–6
- emulsions (see PGSE (signal) attenuation – size distributions) 388
- exchanging systems 147–77
- finite lifetime model 159
- flow and dispersion 174–5
- general porous media 170
- inhomogeneous gradients 177
- interconnected pores 171–2
- Gaussian random fields 177
- grossly inhomogeneous 177
- laminar flow 174–5
- non-homogeneous background gradients 232
- other methods 135–41
- parabolic field 177
- plug flow 174
- polycrystalline systems 165
- polymer diffusion 173–4
- pore glass 171
- pore hopping model 171
- powder average 164–6
- reptation 174
- scattering analogy 125
- size distributions 130–2
- turbulence 175
- PGSE NMR reviews 313
- PGSE-WATERGATE 202
- PGSTE-WATERGATE 202
- phase angle (phase of spins) 71, 73
- phase change (shift) 227
- convection 227
- flow 227
- sample movement 243
- phase correction 212
- phase cycling 269
- phase sensitive mode 212
- phase twist 75, 242–3
- phenol 328
- phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase 318
- phosphocreatine 323, 341
- phospholipid bilayers 321, 326
- phosphoric acid 328
- pitch (of magnetisation helix) 74, 120
- planar pores 27–9
- plane alignment 128
- plants 321–2
- plasma (see blood) 5
- plug flow 5
- Poiseuille flow 5, 342
- Poisson-Boltzmann distribution 51
- Poisson-Boltzmann-Smoluchowski equation 51, 333
- Poisson distribution 107
- polarisation transfer 259
- polyacid 335
- polycationic cations 320
- polybutadiene 334
- polycrystalline 36
- polydimethyl siloxane 323, 334
- polydispersity (see polydispersity) 14, 102, 147, 229, 315, 332
- polydisperse systems 325, 333
- polyelectrolytes 316, 325, 333
- polyethylene glycol 322, 327, 334
- cyclodextrin derivatives 334
Index
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protein(s) 261, 316–19
diffusion and hydrodynamics 316–17
filaments 3 (see also individual proteins such as lysozyme and macromolecules and macromolecular systems)
folding and aggregation 318–19
helix to random coil transition 318
hydration 44
hydrodynamic radius 318
molten globule state 318
obstruction and hydration 317
proton exchange 272, 326
psychosine 320
pulsed electric field 282, 284
pulsed gradient spin-echo NMR (see PGSE NMR)
pulse sequences
1D off resonance ROESY 270
1D DOSY 267–9
2D 271
2D-J-DOSY 271
2D-J-DCOSY 271
alternating CPMG 232
background gradient removal 133, 232–4
BPP-LED 240–1
convection (i.e., flow) compensation 228–9, 271, 273
CONVEX 229
COSY-IDOSY 271
Cotts 13-interval 233
CTPM 247
CTPG multiple quantum 258
DEPT 259
DDCOSY 275–7, 300, 325
DEXSY 277, 325
DICOSY 279
Difftrain 265
dispersive flow 279–81
DOSY 315, 317
1H, 13C 315
29Si 315
DOSY-COSY 271
DOSY-DEPT 271
DOSY-HMQC 271
DOSY-INEPT 271
DOSY-NOESY 271, 315
DOSY-X 271
double CPMG with bpg 229
double PGSE 272–81, 325
double-stimulated echo 228
DQDIFF 229
DRCOSY 277–9, 325
DRICOSY 279
electrophoretic COSY 283
electrophoretic NMR 282–6
EXSY 272
fast sequences 262–9 (see also fast sequences)
flow sequences 281–2
fringe field (see gradient (magnetic) fringe field)
GAUDI 267
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse Sequences</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAUDI-NOESY 267</td>
<td>Q or q 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GESEXY 272</td>
<td>q – choice of 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadamard encoding 271</td>
<td>q-DECRA 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn (see Hahn spin-echo (sequence))</td>
<td>q-space 74, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn vs STE 248</td>
<td>q-space coherence features (see diffusive diffraction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heteronuclear 198</td>
<td>q-space imaging (see diffusive diffraction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heteronuclear decoupling 200–1</td>
<td>Q-switching 202, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMQC-IDOSY 271, 314</td>
<td>quadrupolar echo 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hole burning 257</td>
<td>Quality factor (Q) 221, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRMAS 286, 316, 323</td>
<td>quadrature detection 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSQC, HSQC-IDOSY 271, 315, 318, 320</td>
<td>quasielastic neutron scattering 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDRA 314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED 240–1</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-range dipolar field 286</td>
<td>radiation damping 91, 202, 208, 222–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>longitudinal spin order 261</td>
<td>grad based solution 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B$_1$) longitudinal spin order 309</td>
<td>magic angle gradients 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B$_1$) MAGROFI 310</td>
<td>problems 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS 286, 321, 337</td>
<td>Q-switching 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASSEY sequence 244–6</td>
<td>small flip angle rf pulses 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixture separation 269–72</td>
<td>solutions 224–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMME 265, 282</td>
<td>solvent suppression 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSY 285</td>
<td>T$_{na}$ 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI 133</td>
<td>radiative boundary condition 19 (see relaxation boundary condition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiple quantum (suppression) 204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiple quantum 270</td>
<td>radio frequency (see B$_1$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B$_1$) multiple quantum 309</td>
<td>radius of an electroneutral spherical shell 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-dimensional 269–81</td>
<td>radius of a charged hard sphere 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multidimensional correlation 269, 272–81</td>
<td>(membrane) raft mixtures 321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiple spin-echoes 286</td>
<td>random walk 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-wavevector 273–4</td>
<td>dimension 38, 172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(diffusion assisted) NOE pumping 315</td>
<td>rape seeds 322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOESY 272, 314</td>
<td>rate constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nomenclature 271</td>
<td>first-order 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-constant background gradients 234</td>
<td>(forward) first-order 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B$_1$) nutation echoes 310</td>
<td>(reverse) first-order 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGSE one-shot sequences 267–9</td>
<td>Rayleigh number 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B$_1$) one-shot sequence 309</td>
<td>read gradient 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGSE-WATERGATE 202</td>
<td>reciprocal lattice 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGSTE-WATERGATE 202</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepulses 241</td>
<td>deconvolution 212, 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quadrupolar echo 258</td>
<td>phase angle 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relaxation filtering 269</td>
<td>regularised resolvent transform 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICOSY 279</td>
<td>relaxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B$_1$) rotary spin echo 309</td>
<td>boundary condition 19, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single-shot sequences 262–6, 340</td>
<td>bulk 147, 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slice selective 204</td>
<td>length 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small angle excitation 264</td>
<td>surface 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spectral editing 314–15</td>
<td>relaxivity 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE (see stimulated (spin) echo (sequence))</td>
<td>reorientational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stray field magnetic resonance imaging 257–8</td>
<td>correlation time 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOCSY, TOCSY-IDOSY 271, 314</td>
<td>motion 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEXSY 281</td>
<td>reptation 53, 320, 333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEX 314</td>
<td>time 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-DOSY 271</td>
<td>resin (incl. anion and cation exchange) 333–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-IDOSY 271</td>
<td>resolution of complex mixtures 213–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>restricted diffusion 3, 76, 80, 120–1, 147, 273–4, 321–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(see also) biological cells, closed geometry, pore, vesicles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
blood 323
confusion with background gradients 232
confusion with cross relaxation 247
heart 323
liver 323
muscle 166, 323
resins 335
size distributions 130–2
return to origin probability 27, 43–5, 124–5, 338, 343
dimensionless RTOP enhancement 125, 141
in free isotropic solution 125
Reynolds number 5
rf interference 221
problems 221
rheology (see rheometry) 342
RNA 319–20
duplex RNA 319
RNA hairpins 319
Robin problem 19 (see boundary condition of the third kind)
rocks 39, 337
carbonate 338–9
dolomite 325
gypsum 339
sand 338
sandstone 325, 338–9
root mean square displacement 35
rotational (see reorientational)
Rouse model 53, 333
ruthenium complexes 330
S
salicylate – albumin system 153, 319
salt mediated killer toxin (SMKT) 318
sample
centring 210
movement 242–6
checking 242
solutions 243
problems 221–48
spinning 205
scaled particle theory 49
scaling laws/relationship 53, 107, 328, 339
scattering
function 125
wave vector 125
self-diffusion 1, 2
coefficient 2, 17, 18–20, 56
coefficient – long time 42–3, 171, 323, 332, 337
mathematical modelling 6–14
tensor 23
separation between adjacent sites 46
separation of variables 25 (see eigenfunction expansions)
SGP
limit 121
master equation 82

Index
SGP solution
absorbing planes 156
absorbing sphere 157
capillary (i.e., 1D) diffusion 164–6
diffusion between planes 127
diffusion in a cylinder 167–70
diffusion in a cylinder with relaxing walls 169
diffusion in a sphere 130
diffusion in fractals 173
diffusion in a harmonic well 173–4
diffusion in polymers 173–4
diffusion tensor 170
exchange between domains (low dimensional diffusion) 166
free-sphere model 162
general porous media 170
interconnected pores 171–2
lamellar (i.e., 2D) diffusion 164–6
laminar flow 174–5
plug flow 174
polycrystalline systems 165
pore glass 171
pore hopping model 171
regularly spaced planar boundaries 162
reptation 174
spherical cell suspension 163
turbulence 175
unevenly spaced membranes 162
SGSE NMR 69, 256–8, 327, 338 (see steady gradient spin-echo NMR)
advantages 256
CTPG 257
shape factor (see Perrin factor)
shear
banding 342
thickening 342
thinning (liquid) 342
velocity 302
shield gradient (coils) (see gradient (magnetic) coils – shielded)
shimming 205
short gradient pulse (SGP) approximation (or limit) 70, 76, 153
validity 132–5
short time limit (see measurement timescales)
signal
detection 70–2
MRI 126
normalisation (see echo signal normalisation)
silicate 315 (see also MCM-41)
silicalite-1 337
single
file diffusion 45–6, 337
shot sequences (see pulse sequences)
slit diffraction (see optical diffraction by a single slit)
singlet
relaxation time 262
singlet states 262
slew rate 191
slip condition 10
small flip angle rf pulses 225
Index

stray field (see also gradient (magnetic) fringe field)
magnetic resonance imaging 257–8, 324
failure of high field approximation 257
hole burning diffusion measurements 257
limitations 257
single wire measurements 257
stretched exponentials 108
stroke (see disease)
stromelysin catalytic domain 314
subdiffusive motion 44–5
succinonitrile 327
sucrose 315, 326, 329
sulfuric acid 326
super-diffusive motion 44
surface
diffusion 44
relaxation 147
roughness 128
-to-volume ratio 36, 135, 262, 323, 338–9
surfaintact systems 315–16, 330–2, 342
susceptibility (see magnetic susceptibility)
symbolic algebra 93

T
Taylor-Couette flow 282
Taylor series (Taylor expansion) 76, 122, 130, 131–2, 165, 232, 369
temperature
calibration 193
ethylene glycol 193
methanol 193
piezoelectric thermometer 193
time between jumps 46
time-dependent
diffusion coefficient 31–6, 42
diffusion tensor 34
function characteristic of a geometry 124, 141
gradients 74
time-independent scaling constant 38
tissue perfusion 175
toluene 328
tortuosity 41–3, 171, 262, 300, 337–8
total macromolecule concentration 150
total time for image acquisition 297
trace of the diffusion tensor 25, 135, 323
tracifier diffusion 2 (see self-diffusion)
trail dimension 38 (see random-walk dimension)
transport 46, 147, 325–6, 344 (see also exchange)

Smoluchowski equation 6, 49
sodium chloride 207
soil 39
solid phase resin 315
solvated species 51
solvation 9–14, 41 (see also hydration and solvated species)
of solute 11
solvents – NMR inert 201
solvent suppression 201–4
gradient based suppression sequences 202–4
gradient recalled echoes 202
multiple quantum 258
NMN inert solvents 201
non-diffusion based sequences 202–4
PGSE-WATERGATE 202
PGSTE-WATERGATE 202
presaturation 202
relative attenuation 201
spin diffusion 202
spatial eigenfunctions 25
spatially homogeneous gradient (see gradient (magnetic) constancy)
specialised PGSE and related techniques 256–86
spectral
decomposition 25 (see eigenfunction expansion)
dimension 45
editing (see diffusion editing)
function 27, 43, 124–5 (see return to origin probability)
spermidine 320
spherical
polar coordinates 18
pores 29–30
sphingomyelin 321
spin density function (see equilibrium spin density)
spin-diffusion 1, 340
spin-echo 69 (see Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill, eight-ball echo, Hahn echo, pulsed gradient spin-echo, steady gradient spin-echo, stimulated echo)
spin phase graphing 76
spin velocity 5, 100
SPLMOD 213–14
stagnant mobile phase gradient transfer kinetics 339
starch 322
statistical mechanics 7–9
steady gradient spin-echo NMR 69, 84–99, 121, 256–8
diffusion between planes 129
diffusion in a sphere 130
steady state 69
Stejskal and Tanner equation 87
Maple worksheet 370–1
step length or size 33, 49
step rate 33
steroid 320
stick condition 10
stimulated (spin) echo (sequence) 70, 84–9, 270, 314
spin relaxation 246
Stokes
-Einstein equation (see Einstein-Sutherland equation)
radius (see hydrodynamic; radius)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>393</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exchange spectroscopy (VEXSY) (see pulse sequences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mapping 343–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vesicles 158, 315–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>viomycine 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>viscosity 9–14, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kinematic 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>protein solutions 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>viscous fingering 339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>volume elements 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fraction 10, 49 (see also porosity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>voxels (see volume elements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>water (diffusion) 69, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>human tissue 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>obstruction 317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subcritical $^1\text{H}_2\text{O}, ^2\text{H}_2\text{O} 326$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sulphuric acid 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>supercooled $^1\text{H}_2\text{O}, ^2\text{H}_2\text{O} 326$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>water (flow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sea water 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wavelet transforms 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>well-logging 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>white matter (see brain tissue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wide-bore magnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wiener-Khintchine theorem 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wood 43, 322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>129Xe 4, 207, 264, 332, 337, 340–1, 343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>yeast 321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>zeolites 39, 46, 176, 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zero quantum transitions 73, 261–2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

transport diffusion (see mutual diffusion)  
transverse relaxation time of a zero quantum transition 261  
trehalose 329  
4-trifluoromethylbenzoic acid 319  
tris(o-phenylenedioxi) cyclophosphazene 337  
tube diffusion 53  
tubeless siphon 342  
turbulent flow 5, 175, 303  
motion 44  
two-site exchange 147–56  
dissociation constant $K_d$ 150  
equilibrium 150  
fast exchange 153  
lifetimes 151  
relaxation corrections 153  
slow exchange 153  
U Ubiquinone 321  
ubiquitin 4, 316  
uncertainty in initial and final position during a gradient pulse 125, 133  
univariate analysis 213–14  
unlocked (see field-frequency-locking)  
U-tube (see electrophoretic cell)  
V velocity  
anionic (cationic) species 282  
avo-correlation function 7–8, 33, 99–101, 279–81  
correlation-time 8, 54, 279  
cross-correlation 8  
- distribution 174, 297  
- fluctuation 279–81